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The mechanism of homologous recombination has been studied previously in brome mosaic virus (BMV), a tricomponent,
positive-stranded RNA virus of plants, by using artificial sequences (reviewed by J. J. Bujarski and P. D. Nagy (1996). Semin.
Virol. 7, 363–372). Here we extend these studies over BMV-derived sequences to obtain clues on prediction of homologous
recombination hot spots. First, mismatch mutations, which reduced the AU content, were introduced into the common 60-nt
recombination hot-spot sequence, either in the RNA2 or in both RNA2 and RNA3 components. This decreased the frequency
of targeted homologous RNA2/RNA3 recombination and changed the distribution of junction sites. Second, several short
BMV RNA1- or RNA2-derived sequences were introduced into the RNA3 component, and homologous recombination activity
of these sequences was compared with that observed for previously characterized artificial sequences. Third, sequences at
homologous recombinant junctions were compared among a large number of targeted and nontargeted recombinants. All
these studies revealed several factors important for homologous recombination including the length of sequence identity, the
extent of sequence identity, the AU content of the common sequences, the relative position of the AU-rich segment vs a
GC-rich segment, and the presence of GC-rich sequences. Based on this novel model, we suggest that recombination hot
spots can be predicted by means of RNA sequence analysis. In addition, we show that recombination can occur between
positive and negative strands of BMV RNAs. This provides further clues toward the mechanism of recombination processes
in BMV. © 1999 Academic Press
Key Words: template-switching; bromoviruses; nontemplated nucleotides; misannealing; AU-rich sequences; mapping
recombination hot spots
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BINTRODUCTION
RNA replication and recombination are being studied
xtensively with brome mosaic virus (BMV), one of the
est characterized systems in RNA viruses (Ahlquist,
992; Bujarski and Nagy, 1996). BMV is a tripartite posi-
ive-stranded RNA virus infecting mainly monocotyledon-
us plants. RNA1 and RNA2 code for 1a and 2a replicase
roteins, respectively (Ahlquist, 1992). RNA3 codes for 3a
movement) and the coat proteins. RNA–RNA recombi-
ation studies with BMV revealed two types of RNA
ecombination mechanisms: homologous and nonho-
ologous recombination (Bujarski and Nagy, 1996; Nagy
nd Simon, 1997). Homologous recombination requires
5- to 60-nt-long sequences that are common (present) in
he recombining parental RNAs (Nagy and Bujarski,
995). By testing artificial sequences we found that com-
on regions with average or higher GC content followed
y downstream AU-rich regions supported the highest
requencies of homologous crossovers (Nagy and Bujar-
ki, 1997). Reverse arrangements of GC- and AU-rich
equences reduced the frequencies of homologous re-
1 Present address: Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biol-
gy, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003.a2 To whom reprint requests should be addressed.
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92ombination (Nagy and Bujarski, 1998). A proposed tem-
late-switching recombination model (Nagy and Bujar-
ki, 1997, 1998) predicts that the BMV replicase pauses
stalls) at the AU-rich sequence while copying the neg-
tive strand of RNA3 and switches onto the acceptor
emplate. The possible role for the less AU-rich (GC-rich
r average AU/GC content) upstream common regions
ould be to facilitate (stabilize) the hybridization of the
ascent RNA with the complementary region in the ac-
eptor RNA (Nagy and Bujarski, 1997, 1998).
While most of the homologous recombination events
ere precise (regenerating sequences identical to the
arental sequences; Nagy and Bujarski, 1992, 1995; Rao
nd Hall, 1993), some of the identified homologous re-
ombinants contained sequence duplications, deletions,
ucleotide substitutions, nontemplated nucleotides, or
hort foreign sequences in the crossover regions (Nagy
nd Bujarski, 1995, 1996). The postulated mechanism
ssumes that the imprecise homologous recombinants
ay result from misannealing between the nascent
trand and the acceptor RNA and the addition of non-
emplated nucleotides by the BMV replicase.
In addition to BMV, homologous recombination has
een demonstrated for picornaviruses (Kirkegaard and
altimore, 1986; Romanova et al., 1986; King, 1988; Jarvis
nd Kirkegaard, 1992), alpha-viruses (Raju et al., 1995),
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93MAPPING RECOMBINATION ACTIVITY OF HOMOLOGOUS SEQUENCES IN BMVetroviruses (Pathak and Hu, 1997), and coronaviruses
Makino et al., 1987; Koetzner et al., 1992; van der Most et
l., 1992); cowpea chlorotic mottle bromovirus (Allison et
l., 1990); tombusviruses (White and Morris, 1995); and
acteriophages (Palasingam and Shaklee, 1992).
Nonhomologous recombinants were observed ;10-
old less frequently with BMV than homologous recom-
inants (Nagy and Bujarski, 1992). This could be in-
reased by inserting complementary sequences be-
ween BMV RNAs (Nagy and Bujarski, 1993; Dzianott et
l., 1995). The nonhomologous crossover sites were
lustered within or in the close vicinity of local comple-
entary sequences present in the parental RNA1 and
NA3 templates, and the incidence of recombination
as influenced by the stability of the RNA1/RNA3 het-
roduplexes (Nagy and Bujarski, 1993). A proposed tem-
late switching model postulates that the replicase
auses within the heteroduplex and changes templates
ecause of the difficulties in duplex unwinding (Nagy
nd Bujarski, 1993; Bujarski and Nagy, 1996). This was
onfirmed by effects of mutations in the helicase-like 1a
nd the polymerase 2a proteins that influenced recom-
ination characteristics (Nagy et al., 1995; Figlerowicz et
l., 1997).
In addition to BMV, the role of heteroduplex in nonho-
ologous recombination was demonstrated for broad
ean mottle bromovirus (Pogany et al., 1995; J. Pogany
nd J. J. Bujarski, unpublished data) and for tombusvi-
uses (White and Morris, 1995; Havelda et al., 1997).
Characterization of the sequence requirements of ho-
ologous recombination in BMV has been carried out
ostly with artificial sequences (Nagy and Bujarski,
996–1998). In this paper, we test the sequence require-
ent(s) of homologous recombination using BMV-de-
ived sequences to confirm the general nature of our
revious findings. We demonstrate that recombination
ot spots can be predicted based on sequence analysis
f the parental RNAs. Such factors as the length of
equence identity, the extent of sequence identity, the AU
ontent of the common sequences, the relative position
f the AU-rich segment vs a GC-rich segment, and the
resence of GC-rich sequences can influence homolo-
ous recombination. We term the sequences that sup-
ort homologous recombination as homologous recom-
ination activators. In addition, characterization of a
arge number of targeted and nontargeted (mostly RNA1/
NA3) recombinants supports our previous findings of
he existence of two recombination pathways in BMV:
omologous recombination and nonhomologous recom-
ination. Finally we demonstrate that recombination can
ccur between positive and negative strands of BMV
NAs; this suggests that the crossovers can occur dur-
ng either stages (plus or minus strand) of BMV RNA
ynthesis. The importance of our results lies in providing
tructural criteria toward prediction of recombinationally
ctive sequences in RNA viruses. oRESULTS
omologous recombination system
Previous testing of in vivo recombination activity of
9-terminal sequences in BMV revealed a short se-
uence located between positions 160 and 219 from the
9 end (designated as region R; Fig. 1) that was active in
omologous recombination between RNA2 and RNA3
Nagy and Bujarski, 1995). The activity of region R was
nalyzed by using mutated region R in the RNA3 com-
onent (Nagy and Bujarski, 1995). In this work, we have
ntroduced two series of mutations into the region R in
he RNA2 component to further characterize its role in
omologous recombination. DIC-series of RNA2 (Fig. 1)
ontain the 39 terminal 236 nt from wt RNA1 replacing the
9 terminal 159 nt of wt RNA2. This modification resulted
n the separation of the RNA2-derived region R from the
inus-strand initiation promoter (i.e., the 39 terminal 134
t; Ahlquist, 1992); N2-series of RNA2 contain wt RNA2
equences closer to the 39 terminus (Fig. 1). Both DIC-
nd N2-series RNA2s tolerate extensive modifications
ithin upstream portions of the 39 noncoding region
Nagy and Bujarski, 1996–1998), which makes DIC and
2 RNA2s suitable vectors for recombination studies.
his is because the isolation of numerous recombinants
ith highly variable junctions in the target region likely
eflects the frequency of their generation (Nagy and
ujarski, 1996–1998). The in vitro transcribed DIC- or
2-series of RNA2s were used in combination with in
itro transcribed wt RNA1 and PN-H26 RNA3 (Fig. 1) to
noculate leaves of Chenopodium quinoa, a local lesion
ost of BMV. PN-H26 RNA3 contains an extended 39
oncoding region that also includes the 60-nt region R
eparated from the 39 terminal promoter region (region A;
ig. 1). This facilitates the isolation of RNA3 recombi-
ants from local lesions by reducing the fitness of the
arental PN-H26 RNA3 (Nagy and Bujarski, 1995).
ffect of mutations in region R of RNA2 on
omologous recombination with RNA3
The H26 constructs (both the RNA2 and RNA3 deriv-
tives) contain the wt region R, while H39, H4, and H6
onstructs, respectively, carry two, two, and five mis-
atch mutations (Figs. 2A–2D). When C. quinoa plants
ere co-inoculated with wt RNA1 (this component was
sed in all experiments, but for simplicity, it will not be
entioned below), one of the RNA2 constructs (DIC-H39
r DIC-H4), plus PN-H26 RNA3, the incidence of homol-
gous recombination (measured as the percentage of
ocal lesions that contained recombinant RNA3) was 66
nd 67%. This level of recombination incidence is similar
o that obtained with nonmodified region R (72%; ob-
ained with the combination DIC-H26 RNA2/PN-H26
NA3; Fig. 2A). The sites of recombination junctions
ccurred within the entire region R during infection with
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94 NAGY, OGIELA, AND BUJARSKIIC-H39 RNA2, while those obtained with DIC-H4 RNA2
ere localized in the central and the 59 portions of region
(Figs. 2B–2C). Co-inoculation of an RNA2 derivative
ontaining five mismatch mutations together with PN-
26 RNA3 (DIC-H6 RNA2/PN-H26 RNA3 infection) re-
ulted in reduced incidence of homologous recombina-
ion (28%; Fig. 2D). The junction sites were shifted toward
he 39 portion of region R. Although the incidence of
omologous recombination was slightly higher when N2
NA2 series was substituted with DIC RNA2 series, the
istribution of junction sites was very similar between
he two different RNA2 vectors (compare the left and
ight panels in Figs. 2A–2D). Also the trend showing
ecreased incidence of homologous recombination
hen the number of mismatch substitutions was in-
reased was very similar in both series of experiments.
hese observations demonstrated that mismatch muta-
ions when present in region R in RNA2 can influence
oth the incidence of the crossover events and their
ites. Since the two RNA2 series gave similar results,
nly the DIC-series of RNA2 were included in further
xperiments.
ffect of compensatory mutations in region R of
NA2 and RNA3 on homologous recombination
In previous experiments, the mutated region R was
resent in either RNA2 (present work) or RNA3 (Nagy
nd Bujarski, 1995), while the other component carried
he wt region R. To reduce the effects of differences in
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the 39-noncoding regions of wt
f homologous recombination. PN-H26 RNA3 contains a ;1250-nt-lon
nd Bujarski, 1996 for details). Regions A and B are the tRNA-like sequ
rom cowpea chlorotic mottle virus, and region D is the upstream, un
oncoding region in the parental RNA3 serves to facilitate recombinant
s region R, positions 160–219 in wt RNA3, counted from the 39 end)
enclosed between dotted lines) except for marker mutations. The 39 2
estriction sites are indicated, while oligonucleotide primers used forequences of region R between RNA2 and RNA3 com- tonents in further experiments, we used combinations of
NA2 and RNA3 constructs that carried the same muta-
ions.
When combinations of DIC-H39 RNA2/PN-H39 RNA3
nd DIC-H4 RNA2/PN-H4 RNA3, each containing two
ucleotide substitutions, respectively, were used for in-
culations, the incidence of homologous recombination
as only slightly lower (67 and 61%; Figs. 3A and 3B) as
ompared to the wt region R (72% for DIC-H26 RNA2/PN-
26 RNA3; Fig. 2A) (more than a 20% difference in re-
ombination frequency was considered significant dur-
ng this work, based on statistical analysis; Nagy and
ujarski, 1997). Distribution of crossover sites was also
imilar as most of the junctions occurred downstream of
ommon marker mutation 206 (depicted in Fig. 1). In
ontrast a sharp decrease in homologous recombination
ncidence (down to 6%) was observed for infections with
onstructs having five nucleotide substitutions in DIC-H6
NA2 and in PN-H6 RNA3 (Fig. 3C); the crossover sites
ere shifted upstream of the 206 marker mutation. This
emonstrates that restoring the sequence identity in
egion R by five corresponding mutations did not restore
he wt level of the recombination incidence (infection
IC-H26 RNA2/PN-H26 RNA3). In fact the presence of
ive identical mutations in both RNAs decreased the
ncidence of homologous recombination more than for
ombinations of RNA2 and RNA3 constructs with one
utagenized and one wt region R sequences. This sup-
orts our previous observations that the length and ex-
A 1, N2, and DIC RNA2s and PN RNA3 constructs used for analysis
eric 39 noncoding region with four segments (regions A–D, see Nagy
with m4 deletions (shown by small boxes), region C is a 39 sequence
ed portion of the 39 noncoding region of wt RNA3. The extended 39
isolation. PN-H26 RNA3 also contains a 60-nt-long sequence (marked
identical to a corresponding region of N2-H26 and DIC-H26 RNA2s
gion of DIC-H26 RNA2 is derived from wt RNA1. The locations of the
e shown by short horizontal, numbered arrows.BMV RN
g, chim
ences
modifi
RNA3
that is
36-nt reent of sequence similarity are not the only factors influ-
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95MAPPING RECOMBINATION ACTIVITY OF HOMOLOGOUS SEQUENCES IN BMVncing the characteristics of homologous recombination
Nagy and Bujarski, 1997).
ffect of total number of mismatch mutations in
NA2 and RNA3 on homologous recombination
Previous (Nagy and Bujarski, 1995) and the above data
emonstrate that three to five identical nucleotide sub-
FIG. 2. A diagram summarizing the locations of crossover sites and
ecombinants isolated from infections with wt RNA1, DIC RNA2, and PN
equences are shown in top and bottom lines, respectively. Capital let
egion R in RNA2 and RNA3 are indicated by asterisks. Each recombin
9 sequences from RNA3 on the left side (as shown schematically in F
ight of the arrows. Each entry represents an RNA2/RNA3 recombina
enotes the last nucleotide derived from RNA2, and each rightward poin
how ambiguous regions that could be derived from either RNA2 or
rrowheads show deleted nucleotides, whereas sequence insertions a
ubstitutions generated during the crossover events are shown by lowe
ecombinants that contained ambiguous crossovers were arbitrarily as
ants and the total number of samples from separate local lesions
etermined based upon sequencing of a representative number of clo
solated (homologous and nontargeted recombinants combined).titutions in region R of both RNA2 and RNA3 compo- (ents can affect homologous recombination characteris-
ics. To test how the presence of different mismatch
utations in region R can influence homologous recom-
ination, we used combinations of different RNA2 and
NA3 mutants (Fig. 4).
The level of homologous recombination frequency
as 78% in infections with DIC-H39 RNA2/PN-H4 RNA3
arker nucleotides within the region R in the homologous RNA2/RNA3
constructs (as shown). The homologous RNA2 and RNA3 plus-sense
pict the homologous region R. Marker mutations within or adjacent to
tains 39 terminal sequences derived from RNA2 on the right side and
he incidence of each RNA3 recombinant is shown by numbers on the
ted from a separate local lesion. Each leftward pointing arrowhead
rowhead denotes the first nucleotide derived from RNA3. Dashed lines
in the precise homologous recombinants. Gaps between opposing
esented by open triangles. Nontemplated nucleotides and nucleotide
etters between the arrows. The nucleotide sequences in the imprecise
to the upstream junction. The incidence of individual RNA3 recombi-
own on the right. The frequency of homologous recombination was
ombinant RNA3s; 100% represents the total number of recombinantsthe m
RNA3
ters de
ant con
ig. 1). T
nt isola
ting ar
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96 NAGY, OGIELA, AND BUJARSKIhat observed with DIC-H39 RNA2/PN-H26 RNA3 and
ith DIC-H26 RNA2/PN-H26 RNA3, carrying two and no
ucleotide substitutions, respectively, in region R (Figs.
A and 2B). However, the junction sites of recombinants
esulting from DIC-H39 RNA2/PN-H4 RNA3 infection
ere located more toward the 59 portion of region R.
hus the presence of a total of four (two separate muta-
FIG. 3. Distribution of crossover sites in homologous recombinant
NA2/RNA3 constructs that contained region R sequences with similar
re as those described in the legend to Fig. 2.
FIG. 4. Distribution of crossover sites in homologous recombinant
NA2/RNA3 constructs that contained region R sequences with differen
re as those described in the legend to Fig. 2.ions in each RNA) mismatches in region R of RNA2 and
NA3 did not affect the overall incidence of homologous
ecombination.
Profiles of recombinants obtained during infection with
IC-H39 RNA2 and PN-H2 RNA3 (carrying two and three
eparate mismatch mutations, respectively, in region R)
ere compared with those observed during infection
olecules and the frequency of recombination obtained with pairs of
r mutations. The total number of samples analyzed and other features
olecules and the frequency of recombination obtained with pairs of
r mutations. The total number of samples analyzed and other featuresRNA3 m
markeRNA3 m
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97MAPPING RECOMBINATION ACTIVITY OF HOMOLOGOUS SEQUENCES IN BMVith DIC-H26 RNA2/PN-H2 RNA3 where only the RNA3
omponent contained (three) substitutions in region R
Figs. 4B and 4C). The incidence of recombination and
he distribution of crossover sites in DIC-H39 RNA2/
N-H2 RNA3 and DIC-H26 RNA2/PN-H2 RNA3 infections
ere similar (39 and 44%, respectively, Figs. 4B and 4C).
pparently the characteristics of homologous recombi-
ation were determined mainly by the RNA that carried
he three mismatch mutations (i.e., PN-H2 RNA3). The
bove data suggest that there is no additive effect be-
ween mutations located in separate RNAs.
noculations with mixed RNA3s result in mixed
rogeny RNA3s
It is possible that the various homologous RNA2/RNA3
ecombinants containing different number of mismatch
utations within region R have different levels of fitness
nd thus accumulate due to postrecombination selection
rocesses. To test the role of selection, the infection was
tarted by using a pool of RNA3 transcripts representing
ossible recombinant RNA3s that carried DIC-RNA2-de-
ived sequences at the 39 end (Fig. 5). Selection for fitter
NA3 progeny should result in RNA3s with no or only a
ew mutations in region R and local lesions should ac-
umulate RNA3 progeny with various number of muta-
FIG. 5. Nucleotide sequence of the parental (input) recombinant RNA
olecules isolated from separate local lesions. Infections were start
sterisks indicate the positions of sequence variations. Total RNA sam
ingle progeny RNA3 was determined in each sample (lanes 1–18). Fiions. tDNA templates were constructed by PCR using a
rimer with degenerate [either A(U) or C(G)] nucleotides
t several positions (Fig. 5). Since clonal selection in
scherichia coli was not used before plasmid purifica-
ion, a large pool (theoretically 28) of variants were ob-
ained that contained zero to eight mutations in region R.
NA3 transcripts were made and co-inoculated with wt
NA1 and DIC-H6 RNA2s onto leaves of C. quinoa. The
econstructed recombinant RNA3s containing the 39 end
rom DIC-RNA2 were shown before to accumulate to
igh levels in local lesions (Nagy and Bujarski, 1997,
998). The obtained progeny RNA3 variants were char-
cterized by sequencing 18 cDNA clones, each derived
rom separate local lesions. Twelve clones represented
NA3s with one to five mutations at different positions
ithin region R (Fig. 5). Only one local lesion (Sample 18)
ontained RNA3 carrying the wt region R. Another local
esion accumulated RNA3 with a single mutation and a
2-nt deletion in region R (Sample 6). An RNA3 with
runcated region R was isolated from four local lesions
Samples 14–17; Fig. 5). The sequence of the latter
NA3s corresponded to the original cDNA used for their
onstruction (PN-D; Nagy and Bujarski, 1996). Thus due
o the absence of clonal selection in E. coli, this se-
uence must have been present in the inoculum. Overall
cules used for inoculation as well as sequences of the progeny RNA3
a pool of RNA3 variants containing 0–8 mutations within region R.
ere obtained from 18 local lesions, and the region R sequence for a
arate cDNA clones were sequenced for sample 18 (lanes 18–22).3 mole
ed with
ples whese data demonstrated that separate local lesions
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98 NAGY, OGIELA, AND BUJARSKIould accumulate types of RNA3s with various mutations
n region R.
To test whether single local lesions can accumulate
ifferent RNA3s, five separate cDNA clones derived from
single local lesion were sequenced. Sample 18 (Fig. 5)
as selected because it contained RNA3 with the wt
egion R (see above). Figure 5 shows that this particular
ocal lesion accumulated three types of RNA3s. One type
arried the wt region R (two cDNA clones, Samples 18
nd 20); the second type contained two mismatch muta-
ions (two cDNA clones, Samples 19 and 21), while the
hird RNA3 carried four mismatch mutations (one cDNA
lone, Sample 22). The presence of three different
NA3s in one local lesion demonstrates that separate
ocal lesions can accumulate mixtures of recombinant
NA3s. This suggests that these recombinant RNA3s
ave similar fitness in local lesions. Thus it supports a
imited, if any, role for selection in recombinant RNA3
ccumulation in the DIC-RNA2/PN-RNA3 system. We
onclude that the profile of recombinants shown in Figs.
–4 reflects the frequency of recombination rather than
he different fitness levels.
apping sequences active in homologous
ecombination
To examine whether BMV-derived 39 sequences other
han region R and the 39 terminal sequences (Bujarski
nd Kaesberg, 1986; Nagy and Bujarski, 1992) can sup-
ort homologous recombination, we created local se-
uence identity between RNA3 and either wt RNA1 or
NA2 (Fig. 6). The selected 39 regions of wt RNA1 or wt
FIG. 6. Schematic representations of RNA1 (top) and RNA2 (bottom
ation vector (middle) and the frequency of homologous recombina
ecombination (number of samples with homologous recombinants, to
epresents a 4-nt deletion. Other features are as those described in thNA2 were ligated separately into PN-0 RNA3 recombi- wation vector (Fig. 6). This targeting strategy was de-
igned to allow for the generation of viable (Nagy and
ujarski, 1996–1998 and this work) homologous RNA3
ecombinants without extensive 39 sequence duplica-
ions or deletions.
Co-inoculations (on C. quinoa) with wt RNA1, wt RNA2,
nd one of the RNA3 constructs revealed that two RNA2-
erived sequences, termed PN-SS (63 nt) and PN-SSa
35 nt) (Fig. 6), did not support homologous recombina-
ion. Also the RNA1-derived 76-nt sequence in PN-DS
nd 66-nt sequence in PN-2(1) did not support homolo-
ous crossovers. In contrast, the RNA2-derived h2 se-
uence (49 nt sequence from the upstream portion of the
9 noncoding region) and the RNA1-derived 140-nt DX
equence induced homologous recombination in 50 and
9% of local lesions (Fig. 6). These data support our
revious findings with nonviral sequences that sequence
imilarity itself is not enough to facilitate homologous
ecombination in BMV (Nagy and Bujarski, 1996–1998).
haracterization of nontargeted recombinants
In the above experiments with region R present in both
NA2 and RNA3 (Figs. 2–4), most of the recombinant
NA3s had the junction sites within the targeted homol-
gous region R. However, other nontargeted recombi-
ants (also called background recombinants) accumu-
ated with variable frequency (5–50%; data not shown). To
nalyze the nature of these recombinant RNA3s, we have
etermined the junction sites for 105 separate variants.
ost of them had RNA1/RNA3 junctions (Fig. 7). Eleven
NA1/RNA3 recombinants (not shown) had the junctions
nces inserted in positive sense orientation into PN-0 RNA3 recombi-
he length of sequence identity and the frequency of homologous
ber of samples) are shown on the right. A small box in the PN-DXD
nd to Fig. 1 and in the text.) seque
tion. T
tal numithin region R in RNA3 and a homologous sequence in
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99MAPPING RECOMBINATION ACTIVITY OF HOMOLOGOUS SEQUENCES IN BMVNA1 (positions 160–193 with 73–88% similarity with the
9 portion of region R. depending on the sequence of the
articular PN-RNA3 mutant). Similar RNA1/RNA3 recom-
inants have been characterized previously (Nagy and
ujarski, 1995). Figures 7A–7C summarize other RNA1/
NA3 background recombinants. Nine of them had the
rossovers within an 11-nt sequence identical in RNA1
nd RNA3 (shown as box-1 in RNA1 and region H in
NA3 in Fig. 7A), whereas 31 nontargeted recombinants
ad the junction sites immediately downstream of the
ox-1 sequence in RNA1. This region (indicated as box-2
nd region R9 in RNA1 and RNA3, respectively, Fig. 7B) is
3 nt long and moderately similar (with 64% similarity).
he crossovers within the box-2 and region R9 se-
uences were imprecise, resulting in deletions or dupli-
ations at the junction sites. In addition, one recombinant
ontained two nontemplated U residues and another one
ad nucleotide substitutions (G to U and AA to UU,
espectively) at the junction sites, which are relatively AU
ich (75% AU content in RNA3 and 55% in RNA1).
The remaining RNA1/RNA3 recombinants had the
unction sites in non corresponding (heterologous) posi-
FIG. 7. Location of junction sites in the nontargeted RNA1/RNA3
ecombinants; (C) Nonhomologous recombinants. The upper line repre
n each panel. For each recombinant, the last nucleotide of RNA3 sequ
equence following the recombination junction are connected by lines
o the number of independent local lesions that contained that particula
olid lines depict crossovers occurring twice; and the thickest lines re
n nine separate local lesions is indicated by an arrow with a numb
sterisks and the inserted nucleotides are shown. Box-1 and box-2 se
ext for more explanation).ions in the two RNAs (Fig. 7C and Table 1). Some of phem, however, had ambiguous crossover sites because
f the presence of 2- to 5-nt sequence identity at the
unctions. Also some of these recombinants contained
ither mutations or nontemplated nucleotides at the
rossover sites. Finally, a small fraction (12 of 105) of
ontargeted recombinants had crossovers between non-
imilar regions of RNA2 and RNA3. Overall the isolation
f these nontargeted recombinants demonstrated that
ecombinants with highly variable sequences and sizes
an be generated in the BMV system.
In addition, ;20% of the nontargeted RNA1/RNA3 re-
ombinants had m4 deletion (marker deletion, present in
he 39 noncoding region A and region B in the PN con-
tructs; Fig. 1) at the 39 end, suggesting that these mol-
cules were generated by some type of rearrangements
e.g., internal deletion in PN-RNA3 between region A and
egion R9; Fig. 1).
ecombination between positive and negative strands
One recombinant RNA3 isolated during this work had
wo crossover sites (Fig. 8). The 59 junction was at
binants. (A) Homologous recombinants; (B) Imprecise homologous
NA1 sequence, while the bottom line represents the RNA3 sequence
receding the recombination junction and the first nucleotide of RNA1
n the two RNA sequences. The thickness of each line is proportional
binant; broken lines indicate crossovers that were identified once; thin
those identified in three local lesions. One crossover that was found
se crossovers containing nontemplated nucleotides are depicted by
s in RNA1 are similar to regions H and R9 in RNA3, respectively (seerecom
sents R
ence p
betwee
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present
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100 NAGY, OGIELA, AND BUJARSKIhe 39 junction corresponded to position 276 in wt RNA1.
oreover an additional 126-nt sequence was present
etween the 59 and 39 junctions. This insert was highly
imilar to a negative-stranded segment of wt RNA1 (po-
itions 252–357), although it contained 16 mismatch nu-
leotides mainly on the 59 side (Fig. 8). Interestingly the
TABLE 1
Junction Sites of Asymmetrical Nonhomologous Recombinants
Position:
RNA3/RNA1a
Sequence:
RNA3/RNA1b
RNA1/RNA3 recombinants
1 207/337 GGCUAAG/UGAAGUC
2 207/447 GGCUAAG/ UU /CGCAAGGG
3 252/360 AGGCCCC/UUGCCU
5 224/471 UCCAGGU/GACACAU
6 214/158 ACACUUU/CGCAGAC
7 250/359 GCCCCUU/UGCCUUAA
8 214/139 ACACUUU/UGUCUAGG
9 214/160 ACACUUU/CACGCAGA
Position:
RNA3/RNA2a
Sequence:
RNA3/RNA2b
RNA2/RNA3 recombinants
1 206/347 GCUAAGG/UGCUUU
3 215/296 GACACUU/UGAUCGG
4 257/258 GUCACAG/GCCCUUU
5 213/295 CACUUUG/GAUCGGU
6 215/308 GACACUU/UCUGAUC
7 248/255 CCCUUGU/CUUUGGU
9 241/303 CUCAGGU/UCUGAGA
0 233/221 GAGACCC/ACCACUU
1 233/222 GAGACCC/GACCACU
2 229/228 CCCUGUC/CAGGCAG
a Nucleotide positions are calculated from the 39 end (Ahlquist et al.,
984).
b Nontemplated nucleotides are boxed.
FIG. 8. Schematic representation of a recombinant RNA3 with doubl
he 39 end of wt RNAs; Ahlquist et al., 1984). The RNA3-derived region
egions represent negative- and positive-stranded sequences (marke
ositive-sense regions are identical to the corresponding sequences in
t the bottom. Identical nucleotides between the recombinant RNA3 a
arked by arrows (see text for more details).egative-stranded RNA1-derived segment partially over-
apped with the positive-stranded segment, making a
7-nt inverted repeat in the recombinant RNA3.
DISCUSSION
Several previous models of homologous recombina-
ion predicted an important role for sequence similarity
f the parental RNAs. The crossovers were postulated to
ccur due to local RNA–RNA interactions between com-
lementary sequences present in the nascent and the
cceptor RNAs (King, 1988; Lai, 1992). Later studies with
he BMV system, however, predicted a more complex
odel (Nagy and Bujarski, 1995, 1997, 1998). Is has been
evealed that common sequences with average or higher
C content followed by AU-rich sequences supported
igh frequencies of homologous crossovers (Nagy and
ujarski, 1997). Other arrangements of these elements
upported significantly lower levels of recombination
Nagy and Bujarski, 1997, 1998).
To assess the possibility of predicting homologous
ecombination hot spots between RNA sequences, in
his work we tested the homologous recombination ac-
ivity of various BMV-derived sequences. The analysis of
large number of recombinants confirms the results
btained previously (Nagy and Bujarski, 1995, 1997, 1998)
ith the sequences of nonviral origin. In particular, these
tudies reveal five different features that can influence
omologous recombination: (i) the length of sequence
dentity ($15-nt common region can support efficient
omologous crossovers; Nagy and Bujarski, 1995), (ii)
he extent of sequence identity (the more similar se-
uences the higher recombination frequency; Nagy and
ujarski, 1995), (iii) the AU content of the common se-
uences ($61–65% AU content supports homologous
rossovers more frequently; Nagy and Bujarski, 1997 and
his work), (iv) the relative position of the AU-rich seg-
ent (the preference of downstream location of the AU-
over sites. The positions of junction sites are shown (calculated from
e left represents positive-stranded sequences, and the RNA1-derived
rrows) in the middle and on the right, respectively. While the two
t RNAs, the negative-sense region contains 16 mismatches, as shown
RNA1 are shown with capital letters. The 27-nt inverted repeats aree cross
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101MAPPING RECOMBINATION ACTIVITY OF HOMOLOGOUS SEQUENCES IN BMVich sequence; Nagy and Bujarski, 1997), and (v) the
nhibitory effect of GC-rich sequences on upstream hot-
pot regions while present in the acceptor RNA (RNA1 or
NA2; Nagy and Bujarski, 1998). We term sequences that
ulfill all five requirements as homologous recombination
ctivators.
Our model predicts that two BMV RNAs that contain
imilar homologous recombination activators will recom-
ine, while those that lack these elements will not. The
egions that previously have been found to support ho-
ologous recombination (Nagy and Bujarski, 1992; Rao
nd Hall, 1993; this work, shown in Fig. 9) all contain
equences with the above five characteristics. In fact the
wo most active regions [the 39 end of RNA2 (positions
–75) and region R of RNA2 (positions 160–220)] each
ontain two homologous recombination activator-like se-
uences. This can explain the observed upstream shift of
unction sites in region R, which contained downstream
utations (Figs. 2–4 and Nagy and Bujarski, 1995).
It remains to be established whether the above features
an constitute homologous recombination activators in
ther RNA viruses. It is important to know about such
lements because this knowledge, besides further explain-
ng the mechanisms of homologous RNA recombination,
ould have practical applications. For instance it should be
FIG. 9. Schematic representation of homologous recombination hot
ujarski, 1992). (A) The 39 end of wt RNA1 and RNA2. Positions of the
nd RNA2 that are also present in RNA3. Gray boxes show regions in
imilarity. (B) Sequences within the above hot-spot regions that resemb
ontent are shown in black boxes, while the AU-rich sequences are delpful in designing more stable RNA virus expression rystems and in designing recombinationally inactive viral
onstructs to be expressed in transgenic organisms.
A role for the AU-rich sequences is confirmed by the
pparent different effect of mutations on homologous
ecombination observed in this work. For instance intro-
uction of an AU-rich RNA2-derived sequence (an acti-
ator-like h2 sequence; Fig. 9) into the RNA3 vector
acilitated the frequent generation of homologous recom-
inants (Fig. 6). Also the reduction of the AU content in
he targeted region R in RNA2 and RNA3 (through the
(U) to C(G) mutations), which ‘‘weakened’’ homologous
ecombination activators, decreased homologous re-
ombination frequency to the highest extent when both
NAs contained five mismatch nucleotides. Another ex-
mple can be found with an RNA1-derived region (DX;
hown in Fig. 6) that contains an AU-stretch and a GC-
ich common region at the upstream position (Fig. 9).
his construct supports homologous recombination with
9% incidence. Deletion of four nucleotides close to the
U stretch in construct PN-DXD or the deletion of the
ntire 59 portion of the DX sequence in construct PN-2(1)
urther reduced homologous recombination frequency. In
ddition engineering sequence identity by using three
ifferent RNA1- or RNA2-derived sequences with .50%
C content (SSa, SS, and DS) did not give homologous
ound in wt RNA1 and RNA2 during this and previous work (Nagy and
t regions are marked below. Black boxes represent regions in RNA1
nd RNA2 that were artificially inserted into RNA3 to create sequence
logous recombination activators. Sequences with average or high GC
in gray boxes.spots f
hot-spo
RNA1 a
le homoecombinants with junctions in the targeted region.
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102 NAGY, OGIELA, AND BUJARSKIThe observed profiles of accumulating recombinants
an be influenced by postrecombination selection (Nagy
nd Bujarski, 1992). This was minimized in our system by
argeting the sites of recombination in both parental
NAs into the inner portions of the 39 noncoding region.
he lack of fitness differences among the RNA3 recom-
inants was experimentally demonstrated by observing
n the local lesions the accumulation of recombinant
NA3 that contained different mutations at different po-
itions within region R when a pool of parental RNA3s
ith alternative nucleotides was used as inoculum. Ap-
arently accumulation of recombinant RNA3s with vari-
ble sequences within region R is permissible in this
ystem. A similar conclusion has been drawn previously
sing artificial sequences that were inserted in similar
ositions (Nagy and Bujarski, 1997, 1998).
Sequence analysis of crossover sites of nontargeted
mostly RNA1/RNA3) recombinants revealed that they
ad the junction sites at variable positions. The short
egions (box1 and box2 sequences in RNA1 and region
9 in RNA3; Fig. 7) that supported the nontargeted RNA1–
NA3 crossovers are similar in RNA1 and RNA3 and they
ontain moderately AU-rich (54–61%) sequences. We pro-
ose that the generation of background (nontargeted)
ecombinants may be facilitated by such AU-rich se-
uences. However, the observed incidence of homolo-
ous recombination in these regions is low. This may be
ue to the presence of rather short homology between
NA1 and RNA3 within the permissible crossover re-
ions.
Some of the characterized nontargeted recombinants
ere nonhomologous in nature. They can arise due to
equence complementarity between positive strands of
NA1 and RNA3 (data not shown). The role of heterodu-
lexes in nonhomologous recombination of BMV was
emonstrated previously (Nagy and Bujarski, 1993; Dzi-
nott et al., 1995). Alternatively it is possible that certain
onhomologous recombinants with the junction sites
ithin the region R9 are generated due to its AU-rich
ature by the mechanism of homologous recombination
see above).
Isolation of a double-recombinant RNA3 with both pos-
tive- and negative-stranded RNA1 sequences suggests
hat the two strands can participate in recombination.
imilar observation has been published for TCV (Carpen-
er and Simon, 1994), suggesting that RNA recombination
echanism can use positive and negative RNA strands.
urther studies are required to understand the mecha-
ism involved in the generation of this type of recombi-
ants in BMV.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
aterials
Plasmids pB1TP3, pB2TP5, and pB3TP7 (Janda et al.,
987) were used to synthesize in vitro-transcribed wt DMV RNA components 1, 2, and 3, respectively and to
ngineer modified RNA2 and RNA3 constructs (see be-
ow). Plasmids PN-H2, PN-H4, PN-H6, PN-H26, PN-H39,
N-2(1), and DIC-0 (DIC-R9) have been constructed pre-
iously (Nagy and Bujarski, 1993, 1995, 1996). M-MLV
everse transcriptase was from Gibco BRL (Gaithers-
urg, MD); Taq DNA polymerase, restriction enzymes,
nd T7 RNA polymerase were from Promega Corp. (Mad-
son, WI); and a Sequenase kit was from US Biochemical
orp. (Cleveland, OH).
The following oligonucleotide primers were used in
his study (the unique EcoRI and BamHI sites are
nderlined and alternative bases are shown in brack-
ts): 1, 59-CAGTGAATTCTGGTCTCTTTTAGAGATTTACAG-
9; 2, 59-CTGAAGCAGTGCCTGCTAAGGCGGTC-39; 3,
9-AGAAGGTCGACGATTACGCTACC-39; 10, 59-CAGTG-
ATCC GTCTGCCTGACCAGG-39; 115, 59-CAGTGGATC-
GTCAACCACGAC(T/G)A(T/G)CAG(T/G)TA(T/G)TG(T/
)A-C(T/G)GAT(T/C)CAACAAGCTTTTAACCT-39.
ngineering of plasmid constructs
Plasmids of DIC- and N2-series are derivatives of
B2TP5, while plasmids of PN series (described below;
lso see Fig. 1) are derivatives of pB3TP7. To obtain
IC-H4, DIC-H6, DIC-H26, and DIC-H39, a HindIII/BamHI
ragment from PN-H4, PN-H6, PN-H26, PN-H39, respec-
ively, was ligated into DIC-0 (Nagy and Bujarski, 1996)
hat had been treated with the same enzymes prior to
igation. N2-H4, N2-H6, N2-H26, and N2-H39 constructs
ere obtained by replacing the BamHI/EcoRI fragment of
IC-H4, DIC-H6, DIC-H26, and DIC-H39, respectively,
ith the BamHI/EcoRI fragment of N21AU1 (Nagy and
ujarski, 1997).
Plasmid PN-DX and PN-DS were obtained by transfer-
ing, respectively, the DraI/XhoI and DraI/SstI fragments
blunted with T4 DNA polymerase) of pB1TP3 into PN-0
Nagy and Bujarski, 1993) that had been treated with
peI and T4 DNA polymerase. Plasmid PN-DXD was
btained by partial digestion of PN-DX with SstI, blunting
he ends with T4 DNA polymerase, followed by religation
f the ends. PN-SSa and PN-SS were constructed by
ransferring, respectively, the SalI/StuI and StuI/Sau3A
ragments (blunted with T4 DNA polymerase) of pB2TP5
nto PN-0 (Nagy and Bujarski, 1993) that had been
reated with SpeI and T4 DNA polymerase. To obtain
lasmid PN-h2, a ;130-bp fragment was amplified from
B2TP5 by PCR with primers 3 and 10. The resulting PCR
roduct was digested with AluI/BamHI and then ligated
etween EcoRV/BamHI sites in PN-H149, which con-
ained a unique EcoRV site corresponding to position
38 (from the 39 end in pB3TP7) and the standard BamHI/
coRI region of PN-H65 (Nagy and Bujarski, 1997).
A pool of recombinant RNA2/RNA3 cDNAs was ob-
ained by a multistep approach. First, part of the 39 end ofIC-H26 (Nagy and Bujarski, 1995) was PCR-amplified
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103MAPPING RECOMBINATION ACTIVITY OF HOMOLOGOUS SEQUENCES IN BMVith primers 3 and 115. Second, the PCR products were
igested with BamHI/HindIII and ligated into the similarly
reated PN-D (Nagy and Bujarski, 1996). This was fol-
owed by transformation of DH5a cells. No clonal selec-
ion was applied prior to plasmid preparation. The entire
CR-amplified regions in all the above constructs were
equenced to confirm the mutations introduced.
noculation of plants, RT-PCR amplifications, cloning
nd sequencing
Leaves of Chenopodium quinoa were inoculated with
mixture of the transcribed BMV RNA components, as
escribed by Nagy and Bujarski (1995, 1997). Briefly, a
ixture of ;4 mg of each transcript was used to inocu-
ate one fully expanded leaf. A total of six leaves were
noculated for each RNA3 mutant. Each experiment was
epeated at least once.
Total RNA was isolated from separate local lesions
nd used for RT–PCR amplification, exactly as described
reviously (Nagy and Bujarski 1995, 1997). The 39 end
equence of the progeny RNA3 was amplified by using
rimers 1 and 2 (Fig. 1), and the size of the cDNA
roducts was estimated by electrophoresis in 1.5% aga-
ose gels. The cDNA fragments were digested with
coRI/XbaI restriction enzymes and ligated between
hese sites into the pGEM3 zf(2) cloning vector (Pro-
ega). Sites of crossovers were localized by sequencing
ith Sequenase according to the manufacturer’s speci-
ication (US Biochemicals). Only a single RT–PCR clone
rom a given local lesion sample was sequenced to
void possible sibling clones (Nagy and Bujarski 1995,
997).
The 39 regions of parental RNA2 constructs were am-
lified as cDNA by RT-PCR using primers 1 and 3 and
otal RNA preparations extracted from separate local
esions on C. quinoa 14 days after inoculation. Thereafter
he amplified cDNA was digested with SalI/EcoRI fol-
owed by ligation into the corresponding sites of pGEM3
f(2). Sequencing of the 39 noncoding region was used
o confirm the stability of the introduced mutations in
NA2 (Nagy and Bujarski, 1996, 1997)
The possibility that the recombinant RNA3s represent
T–PCR artifacts was excluded by detection of the sim-
lar sized (shorter than parental-sized) de novo homolo-
ous recombinants by Northern blotting of total RNA
xtracts from local lesions, as described above. Also
T–PCR control amplifications of the RNAs present in the
noculum detected only parental-sized, but not the re-
ombinant-sized, RNA3s (data not shown and Nagy and
ujarski, 1995, 1996).
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